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1. Introduction

Internet of Things(IoT) and vehicular information network technologies are one of the emerging technologies worldwide. Now a days vehicular information network has its great significance in IoT areas. In vehicular information network technology, vehicles act as nodes in a network to form mobile network so that different nodes(vehicles) can communicate with each other in a network. Nodes carry out communication with each other by some wireless access or by aggregator [1]. For communication purpose nodes or vehicles should be in range of 300 meters approximately so that nodes can communicate with other nodes or routes easily. Vehicles can retrieve more information (e.g. traffic information, road, and weather conditions) while on the road. Moreover, vehicles have capability to sense objects around them and provide information to end user. Vast amount of data processing and acquisition by inter vehicle communication (IVC) are done via intelligent vehicle-computing platforms. Drives can easily receive or send real-time information with less delay and even other transportation authorities can acquire real-time information about traffic on road and also about those vehicles who violate the traffic laws. In vehicular information network different number of services can be supported through inter vehicular communication and this is known for intelligent transportation system(ITS). There are different services that are supported through IVC are meant to be like exchange information of road safety, smart traffic management, information about navigation, information smart parking, alert information to drivers about road congestion, accidents, weather conditions, offering information for tourists, targeted advertisement for local services. Thus we need an efficient and scalable network architecture which support all the mentioned services or applications and vast amount of information that is to be expected to exchange in the vehicular information network.

In vehicular information network it is to be expected that there are two types of applications utilized for a broad range. One is safety applications and other is non-safety applications. Safety applications are those which provide some security to applications and non-safety applications are those which provide information about collision warnings, road navigation, traffic information and mobility information. In vehicular information networks, the user authentication is a crucial security service for access control in both inter-vehicle and vehicle-wireless access communication [7]. On the other hand, protection of vehicles from the misuse of their private data by someone else and the attacks on their privacy, so that one be capable to investigate the accidents or attacks for non-repudiation. Peculiarly, safety applications require a strong mutual authentication, because most of the safety-related messages may contain life-critical information.In the vehicular information network there are many routing protocols and identification schemes, if they still follow the traditional TCP/IP protocol then the various issues related to the security, scalability and efficiency of the current internet architecture are all inherited. Now a days , it has been researched that over the internet content or data has become the heart of all communications. Current internet architecture is not so efficient and scalable. It has few flaws, so the concept of information –centric networking was proposed to reached out those flaws. ICN introduces named data as a core internet principle so that it provides in-network caching, named-based routing and scalable,cost-efficient and security.

2. Literature Survey

2.1 Overview of ICN

The concept of current architecture of internet is totally based on a host-centric communication so that one host(node) can communicate with end host. The internet usage involves the million number of users interest of accessing huge amount of information from internet with their respective physical locations. By emerging huge interest of users leads to the paradigm shift of the current architecture of internet which offers better security and mobility management which brings radical change in the current architecture of internet.
The internet and new applications are emerging tremendously just to fulfill all the emerging needs of users that are connected to internet worldwide. The newly emerging needs are to support scalable distribution of content(data), the mobility management, the security issues and so on. Therefore, researchers put great effort to initiate the topic of internet’s architecture of Clean Slate Design. So the concept of ICN(Information –Centric networking) with different solutions is proposed [5].This concept aims to redesign the current internet architecture with the perspective of information –centric networking. There are number of recent research projects which adopt the idea of redesigning the current architecture of internet these are Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA), Publish-Subscribe Internet Technology, Named Data Networking (NDN) and Network of Information. All these projects aims the solutions of content-naming techniques and routing schemes that will be efficient and scalable for current Internet architecture. For better solution NDN performs best content routing on the basis of content name. NDN does not pay any attention on the location information like IP address which are used in the current internet architecture TCP/IP. NDN consist hierarchical content naming scheme and packet routing is on the basis of name-routing [1]. This newly developing architecture of internet is proving better suited for accessing data efficiently and is scalable in distributing large-scale content.

2.2 Vehicular Information Network

There are millions of vehicles that are connected with internet and also with each other. There are several standards who have given much attention for the development of vehicular information network in reality. The main aim of vehicular networks is to improve safety and efficiency in transportation. Vehicular networking shows its great importance in the deployment of vehicle-to-infrastructure network and also Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication network [2].

Now a days vehicular information network forms human-centric ecosystem which helps in application sensing is growing so rapidly for data collection. For sensing platform there are number of devices like GPS device, RFID devices used for sensing the object to collect the data. Thus the collected data in vehicular information network is done by GPS which helps in monitoring the traffic, coordinate values of latitude and longitude, also traces pollution content in air and also give alert to drivers about road condition. Considering all these points there should be the architecture of vehicular information network which support or cover the mobility management of vehicles but for that GPS should be installed in vehicles which helps in getting current location of any object. Fig.1 illustrates how vehicular information network plays role when number of vehicles are connected with each other in a network.

Based on all above communication cases, the main focus of this survey is to develop such a network which supports ad hoc network, mobility management and different schemes of communication for different applications in vehicular information network [5].

2.3 NDN in Vehicular Information Network

The architecture of a Named data networking is proposed by Jacobson is totally based on the concept of content-centric networking. In NDN communication is initiated by the consumer [1],[2]. Consumer sends the signaling message which is called as an Interest packet. Interest packets are those packets which indicates the desired content of consumer. When consumer sends the interest packet, there is a router who receives those interest packet by consumers. Router searches the data content in cache store(CS). If the router found the data copy in its cache, then it sends back replay as a data packet to the consumer. If the router does not found the requested content in its cache then it searches in the next-hop address in Forwarding information base(FIB). In forwarding information base it checks the longest prefix match of the desired data in its table [3]. If its match doesn’t occur then router store that information in its PIT that is pending interest table. Fig.2. shows the packet routing.
Every time consumer’s interest packet is routed and its entry is checked in the FIB as a name prefix. The interest packet is routed or forwarded till it reaches the node that has exact content which consumer demands or that node generates the desired content for consumer. The forwarded data packet to the consumer is stored in the cache that is done by the router for the future request made by other consumers. Thus the NDN is known for the technique called as name based content addressing technique. NDN is itself ad hoc and delay-tolerant related. That is why NDN is not centralize data server. It serves all the requests coming from the different consumers and cached all the content from anywhere.

3. MQTT Protocol

MQTT is a publish/subscribe messaging transport protocol based on Client Server architecture. MQTT is light weight protocol and is easy to implement. MQTT stands for Message Queuing Telemetry Transport. This protocol is designed in such a way to provide connectivity between physical devices with applications that are used in making web development. MQTT protocol is widely used in connectivity between IOT and M2M. Machine-to-Machine technology describes communication among machines. Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication is one of the example for M2M technology. It describes how one vehicle communicate with other vehicle using number of protocols (TCP/IP, HTTPs, MQTT, CoAP) available in network. In comparison with HTTPs, MQTT and CoAP are much better in communication. MQTT is having Client Server architecture where sensors act as clients and then connects to a server which is known as broker. sensor is a client and connects to a server, known as a broker.

MQTT is totally message oriented protocol where broker plays an important role. In vehicle-to-vehicle communication, MQTT also plays a vital role in IoT vehicular information network.

3.1 Advantages

- MQTT consumes minimum battery than HTTPs.
- MQTT gives real time information.
- Messages are based on Store and Forward pattern.
- It delivers packets exactly to destination.

4. Conclusion

The high information management overhead and low communication efficiency incurred within the vehicular information network are challenging researcher, to investigate more efficient and scalable network architectures and communication schemes. To address some of the challenges, a Novel Framework for IoT vehicular information network based on MQTT protocol is proposed.
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Figure 2: Packet Routing.
